*CinDWood Crafts*

Slippers for Everyone!
“easiest ever made”
This is a super easy slipper sock to make.
For Adult or youth size use the 20 or 29
peg loom. Child size use our new 17 or 25
peg loom, for toddlers try the 14 or 21 peg
loom.
Start by making a slip knot, leaving about
a 10 inch tail and attaching to the tack..
Use 2 strands of your favorite yarn and you will use the 2 over 2
method. Wrap forward around all the pegs. When you get to the last
peg wrap that peg a second time and reverse your direction. After you
get back to peg #1, secure yarn to tack and then pick the bottom row
off. Now wrap peg #1 again and go forward. Continue backwards a
row then pick off, wrap the last peg again and go forwards, picking off
each bottom row. For adult slippers- wrap forward and back for 16
rows. (this makes the opening for your foot to slip into. On row 17
continue to go forward, closing the circle now as with the hats. Wrap
and pick 15-20 more closed rows. Pick off and cinch closed the end
(toe) like the hats. Now to close the heel end. Fold the open slipper
end in half, so your tail and very first stitch is at the top and your last
stitch of that first row is right beside it. This makes each side of the
slipper 10 rows high. You should have horizontal lines going across
the entire slipper. Now take your tail string and us it to whip stitch the
end of the slipper closed. Tie a knot on the inside of the slipper and
clip extra tail off. Add a pom-pom if you want. Youth size- 15 open
rows, 10-15 closed. Child- -wrap 10 rows open, 10 rows closed.
These are Approximated sizes. You may have to try a few to get it
exact for your family’s size, the extra can be donated.
If you have any questions you can call 801-766-3421 or 801-259-0379
Or email me at cindwoodcrafts@msn.com. Thanks Cindy Clyde

